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LAMINATED VAPOR BARRIER 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a vapor barrier used in insulation 

applications as a facing material and. in particular. to a 
laminated vapor barrier incorporating improved adhesion 
between layers resulting in increased rigidity and tensile 
strength. 

II. Description of the Prior Art 
Vapor barriers have proven to be an elfective means of 

improving the insulative properties of insulation panels. The 
insulation panels may comprise ?exible or rigid insulative 
material. The vapor barrier is applied to what is intended as 
the exterior surface of the insulation to retard the ?ow of 
moisture through the insulation. Paper. metal foils. or spe 
cialized kraft paper have been utilized as vapor barriers in 
prior known insulation panels. More recently. combinations 
have been applied to further improve the vapor insulative 
properties. 
A widely utilized vapor barrier is a foil-scrim-lcraft (FSK) 

combination. The current industry standard FSK consists of 
0.0007 inch thick aluminum foil bonded to a 30 lb./ream 
natural kraft paper using ?ame retardant adhesive. Between 
the foil and paper. ?berglass yarn laid in a diamond pattern 
forms a reinforcing net for the vapor barrier. However. the 
reinforcing scrim forms protrusions in the outer foil surface 
creating an irregular surface. A scu?ing or abrading action 
across the surface of the facing will tear the foil where it 
crosses the yarn. In addition. the irregular surface is less 
receptive to pressure sensitive or heat seal tapes used to seal 
gaps or seams of the insulation. One application of this type 
of vapor barrier is as a duct board facing. The duct board is 
typically cut. formed and sealed into duct sections which 
must be sealed. Accordingly. the sealing tape is applied to 
the irregular outer surface of the vapor barrier. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

The present invention overcomes the disadvantages of the 
prior known vapor barriers by providing a laminate of 
foil-scrim-kraft with increased rigidity. improved surface 
abrasion resistance. a smoother face surface and increased 
tensile strength. 
The improved vapor barrier laminate of the present inven 

tion comprises an inner paper layer and an intermediate 
paper layer having a ?berglass scrim bonded therebetween. 
Bonded to the intermediate paper layer is a layer of alumi 
num foil. A ?ame retardant adhesive is preferably used to 
bond the two paper layers and the foil layer to the paper 
layer. The result is a heavier and thicker facing laminate 
which can bridge irregularities of the insulation board. 
Additionally. the combination of the foil and intermediate 
paper layer over the ?berglass yarn creates a smoother outer 
foil surface. The yarn protrudes to a lesser degree because 
the foil/paper web is less compliant creating a surface 
approaching that of sheet aluminum. 

Other objects. features and advantages of the invention 
will be apparent from the following detailed description 
taken in connection with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The present invention will be more fully understood by 
reference to the following detailed description of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention when read in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawing. in which like reference 
characters refer to like parts throughout the view and in 
which: 
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FIGURE is a perspective view of a vapor barrier facing of 

the present invention exposing the layers thereof; and 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the vapor 

barrier facing. 

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODINIEN'I' OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

Referring to the drawing. there is shown a laminated 
vapor barrier 10 intended to be used as a facing for an 
insulation panel (not shown). The vapor barrier facing 10 is 
typically bonded to a ?exible or rigid insulation panel to 
provide added insulation properties while also retarding the 
?ow of moisture through the insulation. Furthermore. the 
facing barrier 10 covers the insulation material which cannot 
remain exposed to the living area. The barrier laminate 10 
also facilitates handling and cutting of the insulation by 
bonding the insulation material. 
The facing barrier 10 of the present invention includes an 

inner paper layer 12. a reinforcing ?berglass yarn 14. an 
intermediate paper layer 16 and an outer foil layer 18. An 
adhesive 20 is used to bond the layers of the laminate 10 
together. Thus. in contrast to the prior known vapor barriers. 
the intermediate paper layer 18 is utilized to provide the 
improved properties of the present invention. 

In a preferred embodiment of the vapor barrier 10. the 
inner paper layer 12 is a 20 lb. kraft paper and the interme 
diate paper layer 16 is a 40 lb. kraft paper. The foil layer 18 
'is preferably a 0.00035 inch thick aluminum foil bonded 
directly to the interruediate paper layer 16. As a result. a 
direct foil 18 to paper 16 lamination provides a 100% foil 
bond as compared to the partial bond of prior known 
laminates because of the interposed yarn web. 
The resulting laminate is approximately 20% heavier and 

40% thicker than the conventional prior known barriers. 
This allows the facing to bridge surface irregularities of the 
insulation panel to which the barrier 10 is bonded. improv 
ing the appearance of the insulation panel and creating a 
more even surface for adjoining adjacent sections. 
Furthermore. by bonding the foil 18 and paper 16 directly 
with the yarn 14 underneath. a smoother outer foil surface is 
created The yarn 14 protrudes to a lesser degree than the 
prior known laminates because the foil/paper web is less 
pliable and approximately six times thicker than the simple 
foil layer of prior known barriers. This creates a smoother 
surface mimicking sheet aluminum which will better accept 
pressure sensitive or heat seal tape. The present invention. 
by combining a lighter gauge aluminum foil 18 directly with 
a paper layer 16 creates an outer layer which functions 
thicker than the currently used foil layer. As a result. the 
barrier 10 is more resistant to abrasion because of the 
foil/paper layer and less extreme transitions over the yarn 
threads 14. Finally. the construction of the present invention 
provides a signi?cant increase in the tensile strength of the 
barrier 10. When applied to an insulation panel. the vapor 
barrier facing 10 of the present invention makes the panel 
stronger and more rugged to Withstand the rigors of fabri 
cation and installation. 
The foregoing detailed description has been given for 

clearness of understanding only and no unnecessary limita 
tions should be understood therefrom as some modi?cations 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art without departing 
from the scope and spirit of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A laminated facing barrier for insulation applications 

comprising: 
a ?rst kraft paper insulating support sheet having a ?rst 

surface: 
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a reinforcing scrim web bonded to said ?rst side of said 
?rst kraft paper insulating support sheet; 

a second kraft paper insulating support sheet having a ?rst 
surface adhesively bonded to said scrim web and ?rst 
kraft paper insulating support sheet and a second sur 
face; and 

a vapor barrier sheet adhesively bonded to said second 
surface of said second kraft paper insulating support 
sheet. 

2. The barrier as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said vapor 
barrier sheet is bonded to said second insulating support 
sheet and said second insulating support sheet and scrim 
web are bonded to said ?rst insulating support sheet with a 
?ame retardant adhesive. 

3. The barrier as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said second 
insulating support sheet has a material thickness greater than 
said ?rst insulating support sheet. 

4. The barrier as de?ned in claim 3 wherein said ?rst 
insulating support sheet is a 20 lb. lcraft paper. 

5. The barrier as de?ned in claim 4 wherein said second 
insulating support sheet is a 40 lb. kraft paper. 

6. The barrier as de?ned in claim 3 wherein said vapor 
barrier sheet is a metallic foil bonded directly to said second 
insulating support sheet whereby said second insulating 
support sheet separates said metallic foil from said scrim 
web. 

7. The barrier as de?ned in claim 6 wherein said metallic 
foil has a material thickness of 0.00035 inches. 

8. The barrier as de?ned in claim 6 wherein said rein 
forcing web is a ?berglass web consisting of a plurality of 
?berglass strands for reinforcement. 

9. A laminated facing barrier for insulation applications 
comprising: 

a ?rst kraft paper sheet having a ?rst surface; 
a reinforcing ?berglass scrim web adhesively bonded to 

said ?rst side of said ?rst kraft paper sheet; 
a second kraft paper sheet having a ?rst surface adhe 

sively bonded to said reinforcing web and ?rst kraft 
paper sheet and a second surface; and 

a metal foil sheet bonded to said second surface of said 
second kraft paper sheet. 
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10. The barrier as de?ned in claim 9 wherein said second 

paper sheet has a greater material thiclmess than said ?rst 
paper sheet. 

11. The barrier as de?ned in claim 10 wherein said second 
paper sheet is a 40 1b. kraft paper and said ?rst paper sheet 
is a 20 lb. kraft paper. 

12. The barrier as de?ned in claim 10 wherein said 
reinforcing ?berglass scrim web includes a plurality of 
interwoven ?berglass strands. 

13. The barrier as de?ned in claim 12 wherein said metal 
foil sheet is an aluminum foil having a material thickness of 
0.00035 inches. said foil bonded directly to said second 
paper sheet whereby said second paper sheet separates said 
foil from said ?berglass strands. 

14. A laminated facing barrier for application to an 
insulation panel. said facing barrier providing support and 
insulau've properties to the insulation panel. said facing 
barrier comprising: 

a ?rst kraft paper insulating support sheet having a ?rst 
surface and a second surface; 

a reinforcing scrim web adhesively bonded to said ?rst 
surface of said ?rst kraft paper insulating support sheet; 

a second kraft paper insulating support sheet having a ?rst 
surface adhesively bonded to said reinforcing web and 
?rst kraft paper support sheet and a second surface. said 
second kraft paper insulating support sheet having a 
material thickness greater than said ?rst kraft paper 
insulating support sheet; and 

a metallic foil sheet bonded to said second surface of said 
second kraft paper insulating support sheet whereby 
said second kraft paper support sheet separates said 
metallic foil from said scrim web; 

said second surface of said ?rst kraft paper insulating 
support sheet adhesively bonded to the insulation panel 
for application of said facing barrier to the panel 
providing improved insulative properties and structural 
strength to the insulation panel. 

15. The facing barrier as de?ned in claim 14 wherein said 
second insulating support sheet has a material thickness 
greater than said ?rst insulating support sheet. 

* * * * * 


